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Install and lay the lawn yourself. Follow these simple steps; Step one measuring and ordering If you want to know how much turf you need it is pretty easy. Using a measuring tape, measure the area you want to have. Write your arrangements with a sketch area on a piece of paper, make sure to include any unusual placements or feactures. If this is the main shape of the
rectangle, then the area width x Length. We can help you more accurately out of your sketch. Also ring all about Turf on 1300 228 873 or email us and we can send someone to accurately measure you the turf area. When you are ready to install your turf and have done all the preparatory work, schedule time for your turf to be delivered. Video courtesy of Ozbreed Pty Ltd.
Copyright Ozbreed 2011 Step Two Soil and Site Preparation (see video of qgt;) Be sure to eliminate all existing grass or grass with the recommended killer grass. Wait seven days after the first spray and then the water to germinate US. Repeat and wait another 14 days. Clear the area by removing all the stones, debris, dead lawn and grass. To avoid drainage problems, provide
gradient slopes of soil away from housing foundations or paths - add quality soil to raise the level, if necessary, then rake and smooth. The final height of the soil should be at least 10 cm deep and 3 cm below the paths or driveways. Apply a starter fertiliser, usually high in phosphate, or a generous layer of granulated chicken manure before laying. Lightly water the prepared area
to settle the soil and provide a damp base for your turf. The prepared base should be firm enough to go further, leaving no deep marks. Install Step 3 and stack the lawn (see video of the zgt;) When the lawn comes in, make sure you start installing right away. Make sure the turf pallets are placed in shade before installation to protect the un-put turf from sun damage. Start the
installation by laying the lawn along the longest straight line, like a fence or cobbled area. Roll the turf making sure that all the joints are tightly booted together without overlapping; pounding the rolls along with the back of the rake. Make sure to avoid gaps and overlap. Put the rows in a chess brick pattern to reduce future erosion. Use a large sharp knife (or edge shovel) to trim
the corners and excess turf. On the slopes place pieces of turf on the slope. Once the turf is installed, roll up the entire area to improve the turf of the contact soil. Start watering within 30 minutes of installation. For the first two weeks, avoid the heavy use of your new lawn. Please contact our lawn creation and lawn maintenance sections for information on how to help your territory
thrive. 1 Plan - Dig Level 2 Compact Shredded Rock 3 Lay - Join Secure 4 Brush - Spread Infill Tired of spending all your time and money on mowing, fertiliser and watering... and still spotted lawn? There are shady, sandy, sandy, or a sloping patch of grass that won't grow no matter what you try? Just want your weekend back without having to drag the mower and chemicals and
get all hot and sweaty? Introducing Tuff Turf - a simple, affordable solution for busy families who want a lush, low-maintenance green lawn all year round. Just buy your lawn at Bunnings (and install yourself) or contact us to arrange the installation for you. Tuff Turf Synthetic Grass is designed for Australian conditions in accordance with any internal or commercial application. This
practical solution turns any area into a green, low maintenance, aesthetically pleasing space. With a soft, spongy feel underfoot, this is baby and pet friendly. Hard to wear and dense multipurpose grass Soft and spongy underfoot non direction fiber that will not flatten is ideal for putting greens, children's playgrounds, sports, entertainment areas, cover existing hard surfaces
Suitable for outdoor or indoor applications Installing synthetic turf is an important part of our work and often the area that we judge the most. To ensure that we can deliver to our expectations and expectations of our customers and en-users, we have hired an expert turf installation team led by arguably Australia's best synthetic turf installation, Matt Wood. Our installation team has
worked on a number of high-profile turf projects, including the largest synthetic project in the southern hemisphere (St Kevins College - synthetic sports fields), which covers an area of 38,000 square meters. All of our installers work full-time in the Tuff Group, so we can ensure that we have the right people at work when needed. One of the biggest challenges we face in growing
our installation and business team is finding people who have the skills and experience to work to the standards that our customers require. As a result, we are strongly committed to ensuring that we train and develop Tuff Group employees to give them the skills and knowledge they need to be an industry expert. Of course, it is possible that some of our employees may leave and
move on to our competitors. However, our commitment is to raise the level of the industry and we strongly believe in what in turn is to achieve this. The development of Tuff Group installation staff includes training in addition to specific activities, where we bring employees to our head office warehouse and our experienced team leaders demonstrate a wide range of skills. With a
rapidly growing team now in place across Australia, it is important that Group maintain clear standards and protocols to ensure that our work is completed on time, on budget and at the highest level. By ensuring that we have well-trained employees who understand the industry and their role, we choose guesswork from our projects. Tuff Group is committed to providing the best
possible results for our We can only do this with a dedicated, well-trained and professional team. We will continue to ensure that our skilled and experienced business professionals are confident that the next generation of Tuff Group executives will be built from scratch. Please turn on JavaScript to improve your experience on the Bunnings website. We found that JavaScript was
disabled in your browser. Please include JavaScript in your browser settings to improve your experience. Step 1 Measure the size of the area you want to replace. Calculate this in square feet, remember rolls 13 feet wide (they can easily seem on long edges). We would like to calculate 5-10% extra depending on the complexity of the installation. Step 2 Plan and position the
strips/rolls so that you have a minimum number of joints. Allow some extra lawn lengths for a small amount of loss depending on the design of your garden and how the rolls are stacked. Our rolls are 13.1ft wide x 82ft long and seeming the easiest on long edges. You may seem but joints, but it is much more complicated. Step 3 Order the amount of grass, fastenings, accessories
and tools that you require someone on Tuff Turf will be happy to help you with your order. We can calculate the filling, spikes, seam tape, and glue for you. You'll need: a very sharp carpet or utility knife, sharp heavy duty scissors for pruning, yellow or white pencil markings (yellow pencil pencils work large), a small propeller driver, a tape measure, a long straight edge, a drop
extender if filling is required, and a tell-top knife to spread the joint compound. We are here to guide you every step of the way and make sure your lawn looks great. Contact us and we will be happy to answer your questions and help you perfect installation. At Tuff Turf, we supply high-quality artificial grass at the lowest prices available today. So contact us now and you can
transform your garden quickly and easily. We also have certified installers if necessary. We're not going to hit the price! For best results you should lay the lawn on a 2-inch layer of sealed screenings. To maintain the levels, you may need to remove the equivalent amount of top soil. It's not-wise to leave the plant material under the new grass as it will rot down unevenly. Land or
sand must be compacted. For small areas you can do this with a rear shovel or plank builders, or for large areas to use a vibrating seal plate that can be hired in most equipment rental centers. Put the artificial grass, Allow about 3-4 inches of artificial grass to trim to make this perfect edge. It's a good idea to grass for 20-30 minutes in the head to make it easier to work. This helps
to stop any creasing or wrinkles. If the driveway is nearby, we prefer to roll the lawn on the road and cut it down to a rough size there, it allows it to heat the heat and easier to carry small pieces in the installation area. For our joints we prefer to use heavy duty sutures of tissue and glue, some installers will use a type of seam tape with glue on it, but the seams are never as strong
as doing it their own way. When attaching you will see stiches on the back of the grass, on one piece of joint cut close to the sewing and at another price to leave 1/4 cloth, this will ensure you have the proper distance when seam. First put the two pieces, combine them and adjust the seam with the spikes until the distance is perfect. Put a row of spikes at 12 from the seam, check
the seam again and make adjustments if necessary. Clean the lawn back and use a few spikes to hold it on each side. Put the tape attaching to the seam and then spike it down so it won't move. The spread of glue on each price is 4-6 wide. When completed start at one end and start bringing the pieces together as you seam use a small propeller driver to pull the fibers out of the
seam. As you work the seam from one end to the other to place the spikes every 12 about 1-2 in from the seam, you can use the spikes to pry the more closely together or further apart as you work down the seam. Cut and trim the artificial grass using a sharp craft knife, making sure that there are no gaps between the walls and grass. Always use sharp blades and change the
blade regularly. The grass sometimes has a material finish to one edge that is only from production and needs to be removed before laying, it is not to attach to the edge and you will need to use attaching tape and glue for all joints. Make sure your knife is sharp and it is always easier to cut from the back. Use a yellow pencil pencil to note about 1/8 clearance is usually perfect.
Use our spikes nailed into the ground every 12-14 to secure the perimeter. Make sure you don't over drive them into the turf it will create indentations. As the spike gets into thatch use a small screw driver to pull the fibers out from under the head before you have to final taps to secure it. The grass is down around the head and the head should disappear. We prefer to use the
filling for most of our installations, we use 1-1.5 pounds/ft No.2 for our installations. A simple drop spreader works great. It is usually take 1-2 passes to get the correct boot, then we use a stiff bristles brush to clean the filling and stand the blades of the grass up. If you have access to broom power it makes this task quite easy. Put the artificial grass and trim to the size. It will
remain flat under its own weight. Garden furniture or planters can be used to hold it in areas that are exposed strong winds. You can use the filling if necessary. Use our glue to glue it to any smooth surface. Use the main gun or tack/nail to fix directly to the tree. Make sure the surface should be covered covered Clean and smooth. Self-affirmation of the compound may be required
to remove superficial imperfections that can show up to the top surface, especially on thin piles height products. Products.
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